OH NO!
WHAT DO YOU DO, BRIAN? SLEEP IN A DUMPSTER?
I SHOULD TELL CAPTAIN COOL COMPASSION!

I THINK WE HAVE A BULLYING SITUATION. I WANT TO HELP WHAT SHOULD I DO?

THAT'S BULLYING, ALL RIGHT. REPEATED, INTENTIONAL, NEGATIVE BEHAVIOR TOWARD SOMEONE.

DEFUSE THE SITUATION BY SHOWING DAMIAN THAT THIS ISN'T FUNNY OR COOL. IF HIS TALKING POWER AND APPROVAL FROM OTHERS SHOW HIM THIS ISN'T THE WAY TO DO IT.

THAT'S NOT COOL, MAN. CUT IT OUT!

THANK YOU!

YOU'RE THE BEST, KID!

AND SO KIND!
BASKETBALL'S LAME! AND YOU LOOK LIKE A BOY, JEEZ, MAIA, YOU SHOULD STEP UP YOUR GAME AND BE COOL.

YEAH, THAT'S NOT NICE. ANYWAY, MAIA IS THE BEST PLAYER ON THE TEAM.

PLEASE STOP YOU'RE MAKING ME FEEL BAD ANYWAY, I LIKE HOW I LOOK.

MELISSA STOOD UP TO YUI AND SHOWED THAT MAIA SHOULD BE INCLUDED, NOT EXCLUDED, AND MAIA REFUSED TO BE BULLIED!

I GOTCHA, THAT MAKES SENSE! HEY!

HOW ABOUT WE GO TO THE GAME TOGETHER, YUI?

YOU CAN SEE MAIA IN ACTION. SHE'S AMAZING! AND YOU'LL JUST LOVE THE FANS AWAY. IT'S totally your style!

SOMETIMES THE SOLUTION TO BULLYING IS TO STEP IN, BE KIND, AND INCLUDE OTHERS.
PSH! I'M NOT PLAYING WITH THAT LOSER!

HEY, DUSTIN. I THINK JORGE'S WANTING TO PLAY SOCCER WITH US.

UH OH. I THINK JORGE IS BEING BULLIED AGAIN.

LOOKS LIKE DUSTIN AND BARRY AREN'T BEING EMPATHETIC TO JORGE.

HAI! COME ON, BARRY, LET'S GET THE GAME GOING.

HEY, DUSTIN. REMEMBER, EXCLUDING PEOPLE IS A KIND OF BULLYING.

SORRY, JORGE, WANT TO COME PLAY WITH US?

NOW THAT'S A GOOD WAY TO HELP STOP BULLYING. EMPATHIZING WITH AND INCLUDING OTHERS BUILDS FRIENDSHIPS AND HELPS KIDS FEEL SAFE!

YEAH. I GUESS YOU'RE RIGHT.
@Leafy_Lea43 is online. I bet she sees @AmusingGamer128’s mean comments about her new haircut. I should say something.

MESSAGES
@chris_kind1017
Hey, @AmusingGamer128. I saw your comment on @leafy_lea43’s picture. Don’t you think that’ll hurt her feelings? Would you like this to happen to you?
2 Minutes Ago

@AmusingGamer128
No... I wouldn’t. I guess I didn’t realize how mean it sounded when I posted it.
2 Minutes Ago

@leafy_lea43

MESSAGES
@AmusingGamer128
Hi, @leafy_lea43. What I said wasn’t nice. I’m sorry.
1 Minute Ago

@leafy_lea43
Yeah. That wasn’t very kind.
1 Minute Ago

@AmusingGamer128
I’ll delete my comment.
1 Minute Ago

@leafy_lea43
Thanks, @AmusingGamer128. I’d appreciate that.
25 Seconds Ago
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@AmusingGamer128
Way to use your bystander power, Crisis!

You showed that when people respect each other and report not
refuse bullying, they can really make a difference.

You were respectful and kind...

...you demonstrated empathy and you helped people include others.

Now, if you find yourself in a similar situation,
you'll be equipped with the tools you need to help resolve the situation.

You're ready to do it on your own, use this badge whenever you need to activate
your bystander power.

And remember, everyone has the power to help stop bullying!

By using my bystander power, I can make the world a better place!

Keep spreading your kindness to the world,

Kid Kinder